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Energy-Efficient Clock Generation for Communication and
Computing Systems Using Injection Locking

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the continuous developments of high-performance microprocessors,
wireline and wireless communications enable the fast data transfers at different
distances and through different transmission media. The clock signal, which is the
common signal for these systems, has been pushed to multi-gigahertz frequency range
due to the rapid advancing. New challenges have been arrived for the highperformance clocking considering jitter, phase noise, skew, and power consumption.
Clocking generation and distribution techniques other than the conventional PLL/DLL
have drawn much attention recently, and injection locked ring oscillator is a promising
one of them.

1.1 Clocking in Communication and Computing Systems
Communication and computing systems are the foundations for modern information
technology. The speed of these systems has increased dramatically in the past few
decades. The speed of Ethernet, the most widely used wireline communication
standard, is increased from 3 Mb/s in 1973-1975 to 10 Gb/s widely used nowadays,
and faster 40- and 100-GbE standard has been standardized by the IEEE 802.3 High
Speed Study Group (HSSG) [1]. At the same time, the wireless systems are expanding
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form crowed sub- and low-gigahertz range to multi-gigahertz range due to the
introductions of wireless local area network (WLAN) and wireless personal area
network (WPAN). The speed of computing system, advanced by the fabrication and
many-core technology, also increases at an astounding trend. According to the recent
ITRS (International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors) [2], the number of
cores is projected to increase 1.4x per year and the per-channel I/O bandwidth is also
projected over 70 Gb/s in 2024, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Even though, there is still a huge
gap between the aggregate I/O bandwidth and the total NoC throughput due to
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Figure 1.1. NoC projections about number of cores and per-channel I/O bandwidth.
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packaging technology allowing a modest increase in I/O channel number (about 2x to
4x during this period) [2]. ITRS 2010 also predicts that the processor clock speed will
increase at a speed of 1.25x per year and the off-chip clock will increase at a faster
speed and reach 75 GHz in 2024 (Fig. 1.2). Besides, the clock frequency is limited by
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Figure 1.2. NoC projections about (a) on-chip and (b) off-chip clock frequency.
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1.1.1 Clocking for Wireline Communications
Both the electrical and optical interconnects are commonly used wireline
communications and many internal blocks and principles are identical for these two
links. Therefore, we show the clocking in electrical links for example in Fig.1.3. A
transmitter (TX) relies on a TX clock to convert the digital data into electrical signal
that travels through the channel, and then a receiver (RX) converts the incoming
electrical signal back into digital data also depending on a RX clock [3]. Based on the
schemes of clock generation and recovery, the links are usually characterized as
synchronous (common clock), mesochronous (forwarded clock) and plesiochronous
(embedded clock) transmission.
The data transmission rate of a serial links can be dramatically increased without
being limited by the clock frequency if we use a time-division multiplexing [4] as
shown in Fig.1.4. The M branches of transmitters and receivers as well as M phases of
the clock, which are equally spaced, make the data rate M times of clock frequency.

Figure 1.3. Clocking in a basic electrical link.
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Figure 1.4. Time-division multiplexing in a serial link.

The timing of the data transmission needs a very precise control in order to
minimize the bit error rate (BER) and achieve a very high data rate. The optimum
sampling point of the data receiver is usually close to the middle of the bit-period and
both the frequency and phase stability of the clock signal should be maintained.

1.1.2 Clocking for Wireless Communications
In the wireless communications, the clock signal is RF carrier or LO signal that
determines the RF transmission frequency. A typical wireless transceiver is shown in
Fig. 1.5. The output frequency of a local frequency synthesizer up converts the lowfrequency baseband signal to radio signal in the TX, and down converts the received
signal from radio frequency to low frequency in RX. The main consideration is the
interferences of adjacent channels caused by phase noise.
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Figure 1.5. Clocking in a typical wireless transceiver.

1.2 Design Considerations
In high-speed communication and computing systems, the tolerable timing error is
reduced as the clock cycle time is decreased. Jitter for wireline communication and
computing systems, and phase noise for wireless communication systems are used
separately to describe the clock timing errors. Together with skew, power
consumption and multi-phase generation, all these design considerations of clocking
should be investigated.

1.2.1 Jitter
Jitter can be defined as “the short-term variation of a signal from its ideal position
in time” as shown in Fig. 1.6 [5]. The deterministic jitter usually caused by duty-cycle
distortion and data dependent jitter is predictable, and the peak-to-peak value of this
jitter is bounded. However, the random jitter originated from device noise is
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unbounded and can be modeled with a Gaussian distribution, the RMS value σRMS of
which is used to characterize the jitter performance. Jitter transfer is another important
characteristic, which is the relationship between the applied input jitter and the
resulting output jitter as a function of frequency. Its tracking bandwidth is usually
determined by the loop bandwidth of clock recovery.

Jitter

Ideal clock period Tclk

Figure 1.6. Illustration of the clock jitter.

1.2.2 Phase Noise
The frequency domain representation of jitter is phase noise [6], which is usually
characterized by the single-sideband noise spectral density (dBc/Hz):
L(f )  10 log

Psideband ( f 0  f ,1Hz )
Pcarrier

(1.1)

where Psideband ( f 0  f ,1Hz ) is the single-sideband power at a frequency offset of Δf
from the carrier in a measurement bandwidth of 1 Hz. The typical phase noise profile
is shown in Fig. 1.7(a).
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Phase noise results in the spectral purity degradation of the LO signal in wireless
communication systems which will produce adjacent channel interference as shown in
Fig. 1.7(b). When an LO signal down converts the desired RF signal, adjacent
undesired signal also gets convolved with the LO signal and down converted near the
desired signal and overlaps its spectra with that of the desired signal.

L(f )

f1/ f 3

f1/ f 2

f

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.7. Illustration of the phase noise: (a) typical profile and (b) its effects on
producing the adjacent channel interference.

1.2.3 Deskewing and Multi-Phase Generation
As discussed in 1.1.1, it is necessary to control the relative positions of sampling
clock and the received data to minimize the BER, and generate multiple clock phases
to achieve time-division multiplexing. In a forwarded-clock receiver of a serial link,
for example, the conventional way of clock generation and phase deskewing is using
local delay/phase locked loop (DLL/PLL) [7] to generate multiple time-interleaved
phases and proceeding phase rotator to interpolate the appropriate phase position to
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sample the received data in the center. However, it consumes significant power as
each link needs a local, phase rotator-based PLL to generate and deskew the clock
phases for recovery of the data and [8] shows that the phase rotation alone occupies
almost half of the total power of the receiver.

1.2.4 Power Consumption
Power consumption is one of the most critical requirements for future wireless
body-area network (WBAN) sensors [ 9 ], [ 10 ], especially those battery-powered
medical implanted devices. In the transceiver of these devices, frequency synthesizer
consumes a large portion of the total radio power, especially when high frequency and
low phase noise are required. In the wireline communication and computing systems,
the power consumption limitation is also prominent which requires an energy-efficient
implementation to comply with power budgets that have plateaued near 100 W due to
heat constraint [2]. Therefore, an energy-efficient clock generation and distribution
scheme is desired for both communication and computing systems, while maintains
the adequate performance regarding the considerations discussed above.

1.2.5 Motivation of Injection-Locked Ring Oscillator (ILRO)
Among the alternative frequency synthesis techniques other than the conventional
PLL/DLL, injection locking which synchronizes the frequency and phase of a free
running oscillator with a source, has attracted much attention recently [11], [12]. This
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technique can significantly suppress the phase noise of the ring oscillator, improve the
energy efficiency, enable a fast startup and conveniently generate multiple timeinterleaved phases for the time-division multiplexed applications. An ILRO only
consumes 1.08 mW of power at 1.8 GHz in a forwarded-clock receiver [12], while the
phase rotation only in a software CDR based receiver needs about 4 mW of the power
[8]. The disadvantages may be the inferior frequency stability to PLL and the
increased reference spurs. Most of the applications we apply the ILRO to can tolerate
with or eliminate these advantages by adding specific calibration blocks.

1.3 Thesis Organization
The following parts of the thesis are organized as follows.
Chapter 2 introduces the background knowledge of ring-based voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) and the design intuitions are discussed with some simulation results.
Chapter 3 presents a model of injection locking to understand this phenomenon and
guide the circuit design. The issues such as fast wakeup, phase noise suppression and
jitter tracking, and harmonic injection are also discussed. The applications of ILRO in
wireless communication systems are briefly discussed.
In Chapter 4, a forwarded-clock synchronization based on first-harmonic injection
locking is designed for a 10 Gb/s photonic interconnect according to its specific
features. TIA based front-end is chosen in order to satisfy the requirement of
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sensitivity. Significant power and area savings are achieved by the ring oscillator
without degrading the phase noise and jitter performance.
Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and proposes some suggestions for future
work.
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CHAPTER 2. RING OSCILLATOR

Ring oscillator has been a crucial building block in many communication systems
because of its integrated nature. In this chapter, an overview of the basic concepts of
ring-based voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is presented, and then design intuitions
considering the frequency, power, phase noise and jitter are discussed.

2.1 Introduction
A ring oscillator can be modeled as a chain of delay cells where the output of the last
stage is fed back to the input of the chain (Fig. 2.1). The oscillation period can be
intuitively viewed as the time it takes a transition to propagate twice around the loop.
In an N-stage ring oscillator, the oscillation frequency is approximately as:

Figure 2.1. Simplified ring oscillator model.
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f osc 

1
2 NTD

(2.1)

where TD is the propagation delay of each delay cell, which is sensitive to variations of
process, supple and control voltage, and temperature according to different
implementation of the delay cells.
A feedback system satisfying “Barkhausen Criteria” has the potential of oscillation.
Consider the unity-gain negative feedback system shown in Fig. 2.2, where the closed-

H ( j )

Vin ( j )

Vout ( j )

Figure 2.2. Unity-gain negative feedback system.

loop transfer function can be written as
Vout ( j )
H ( j )
.

Vin ( j ) 1  H ( j )

(2.2)

If ω = ω0, H(jω0) = -1, then the closed-loop gain approaches infinity at ω = ω0. Under
this condition, the noise component at ω0 will be amplified by the circuit, resulting in
oscillation [13]. Thus, the necessary but not sufficient conditions for a negativefeedback circuit to oscillate are:
| H ( j0 ) | 1

(2.3)
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H ( j0 )  180

(2.4)

In the real implementations, the loop gain should be chosen as more than 2-3 in order
to ensure oscillation in the presence of temperature and process variation [13].
A ring oscillator can be simply constructed by using a chain of inverters to create
the needed phase shift. Assume each inverter contributes one dominant 3-dB pole, the
open loop transfer function of an N-stage ring oscillator is:

H0
)N
H ( j )  (
1  j / 3dB

(2.5)

where H0 and ω3dB is the gain and 3-dB pole of an inverter stage. According to the
“Barkausen Criteria”, it can be derived as:


H0
H ( j0 )  
 1  ( /  ) 2
3 dB


N



  1  H 0  1  (tan( )) 2

N


 ( j0 )   N tan 1 (o / 3dB )    3dB 

o
tan( / N )

(2.6)

(2.7)

Each inverter stage contributes /N to the phase, so that a total phase shift of 2 is
around the loop (including the inversion). Thus at least three cascaded inverter stages
are needed in the implementation of H(jω) ideally, to form an oscillator. The
implementation of an oscillator with even number of stages will be discussed in the
following sections.
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2.2 Type of Ring Oscillator
2.2.1 Sing-Ended Signal Ring Oscillator

The simplest ring oscillator is implemented as the single-end signal structure, with
each of its delay cell shown in Fig. 2.3. The number of stage N should be odd, and
equal or larger than 3 for oscillation to build up. A practical 2-stage ring oscillator will
oscillate if the stages have very high gain with special efforts to shape the phase of the
open-loop transfer function.

Figure 2.3. Delay cell of the ring oscillator with single-ended signal structure.

The expression of propagation delay TD of each inverter cell should be derived in
order to calculate the oscillation frequency according to 2.1. It can be calculated as:
TD  C 

v2

v1

dv
i

(2.8)
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where i is the current charging or discharging the load capacitor, v1 and v2 are initial
and final voltages of this capacitor. The full output swing of the inverter is assumed,
thus the output voltage is changing between 0 and VDD. For simplicity, we assume i is
constant and is the average of the current at the endpoints of the voltage transition.
Since the propagation delay is defined as the time it takes for the output to reach the
half of the transition, the propagation delay TD can be expressed as:
TD 

CVDD
2 I av

(2.9)

Therefore, the frequency of the ring oscillator can be tuned by several ways: 1) tuning
supple voltage VDD; 2) tuning capacitive load C; 3) varying the current available for
charging and discharging the load capacitance as shown in Fig. 2.4, which is the
“current-starved” structure. Tuning the supply voltage and the load driving strength

Figure 2.4. “Current-starved” delay cell of ring oscillator.
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usually has a wide tuning range which is necessary to cover PVT variations (PVT
variation can cause more than 50% frequency variation), while varying the load
capacitor does not since the range of capacitance variation available in most varactor
technologies is limited. Thus, this approach is usually used as a fine tuning method of
oscillation frequency. Basically, a good tuning scheme should provide: 1) wide tuning
range; 2) good linearity; 3) no jitter degradation [14].
The advantages of the single-ended signal ring oscillator are the good power
efficiency as the delay stage only draws current when there is a signal transition, and
the full output swing. However, its disadvantage is also obvious as signal-ended stage
intrinsically susceptible to supply and substrate interference. Both the amplitude
coupling and delay modulation exit in this structure and cause variation in the
oscillation waveform appearing as jitter.

2.2.2 Differential Ring Oscillator

To reject common-mode noise and supply/subtract noise, differential structure will
be used as shown in Fig. 2.5. The delay cell usually uses a differential pair as the input
and different types of load to get enough gain and frequency tuning. An example of
delay cell is shown in Fig. 2.6, it employs the load with symmetric I-V characteristics
about the center of the voltage swing, thereby improving the power supple rejection
ratio (PSRR) and the linearity of frequency tuning [15].
The number of stages is not limited to be odd now since wire inversion can be used
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Figure 2.5. Ring oscillator with differential structure and even number of stages.

Figure 2.6. Delay cell of a differential ring oscillator with symmetric loads.

to meet the oscillation criterion. Even-stage is useful in wireless communication
systems while both in-phase and quadrature signals are needed. Although the
differential structure is immune to common-mode noise, the single swing should be
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limited to small value to keep all devices in the saturation region. It also consumes
more power and has poor jitter performance since the transistors contribute noise all
the time [14].

2.2.3 Pseudo-Differential Ring Oscillator

Pseudo-differential ring oscillator has the advantages of the above two types of ring
oscillator, having some degree of common-mode rejection while maintaining large
output swing. One example is shown in Fig. 2.7(a), in which small latches couple the
two single-ended ring oscillator, forcing differential operation. However, the
oscillation frequency is usually slower than that of the single-ended ones, since the
latch will fight with the delay cell [14]. It can also be implemented with even delays
stage as in Fig. 2.7(b), by inverting the wires. Another implementation of pseudodifferential ring oscillator is shown in Fig. 2.8, with the same structure as differential
ring while eliminating the tail current source. Both the input pair and load of the delay
cells can be configured as cross-coupled structures in order to operate with the pseudodifferential performance [15].
Although the pseudo-differential ring oscillator performs some degree of common
mode rejection, there is no rejection of delay modulation due to supply voltage signals
variation as shown in Fig. 2.9 [14]. The same delay change ΔTD occurs for both
signals with supply voltage variation ΔVDD.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7. Pseudo-differential ring oscillator with (a) odd stages and (b) even stages.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8. Pseudo-differential delay cell with (a) cross-coupled load and (b) crosscoupled input stage.

Figure 2.9. Delay modulation of pseudo-differential signals.
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2.3 Phase Noise and Jitter of Ring Oscillator
The spectrum of an ideal oscillator should be an impulse function at the oscillation
frequency, while in fact it exhibits phase noise “skirts” around the center frequency.
Phase noise is the random fluctuations in the phase of a signal due to time-domain
instabilities in an oscillator which is caused by intrinsic thermal and flicker noise. It is
usually expressed as the relative value of noise power density to carrier power (dBc),
normalized to a 1-Hz bandwidth (dBc/Hz) at a specified offset frequency from the
carrier [6].
Jitter is the time domain uncertainty of the transition spacing of the oscillation and
is increasing with measurement interval ΔT. The standard deviation of the jitter after
ΔT seconds is shown in [16]:

 T   T

(2.10)

where  is a proportionality constant determined by circuit parameters.
There has been many work on modeling phase noise and jitter, some in the time
domain [16], [17], and some in frequency domain [18], [19]. One of the time-domain
models for the phase noise of oscillator is derived by Leeson [20], showing the phase
noise at a frequency offset of Δω is:
1  0 
L (  ) 


4Q 2   

2

(2.11)

where ω0 is the center frequency, Q is the quality factor of the oscillator. According to
Razavi in [18] the quality factor Q can be defined as:
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Q

0 d 
2 d

(2.12)

where  is the phase of the open-loop transfer function of the oscillator. With the
expression given by (2.7), quality factor can be calculated as
Q

0 d 
N
2
 sin
N
2 d   
4

(2.13)

0

where N is the number of delay stages.
Hajimiri in [21] develops a general model for phase noise and jitter which gives us
some design intuitions. Based on the impulse sensitivity function (ISF) ( x) ,which is
time-varying proportionality constant, the phase noise in the 1/f 2 region (Fig. 2. 10) is
quantitatively predicted as:
  2rms
in2 / f
L(f )  10  log 

2
 2  (2f ) 2 qmax







(2.14)

where  rms is the RMS value of the ISF, in2 / f is the single-sideband power spectral

density of the noise current source, qmax is the maximum charge of the node of interest
and Δf is the frequency offset from the carrier. Phase noise in the 1/f 3 region is caused
by the device 1/f noise upconverted by the DC value of the ISF and phase noise in the
1/f 2 region is due to upconverted thermal noise around the frequency of the carrier and
its harmonics. The corner frequency between1/f 3 and 1/f 2 region ( f1/ f 3 ) is relative to
the 1/f noise corner f1/f with the following expression:
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L(f )
1
f3


 2rms
in2 / f
L(f )  10  log 

2
 2  (2f ) 2 qmax







1
f2

 f1/ f 3

f1/ f 2

f

Figure 2.10. Modeled single-sideband phase noise spectrum.

f1/ f 3  f1/ f 

 2dc
2
 rms

(2.15)

where  dc is the DC value of the ISF. Hajimiri also derives an equation for the
proportionality constant  to calculate jitter:



 rms

qmax 0

1 in2
2 f

(2.16)

The Hajimiri’s model is accurate for predicting phase noise and jitter, while it is
hard to calculate the ISF value. However, the paper derives some expressions for
phase noise and jitter based on different types of ring oscillator, which clarifies the
design tradeoffs. For the single-ended signal ring oscillator, its phase noise and jitter
are expressed as:
L ( f ) 

8 kT VDD f 02



3 P Vchar f 2

(2.17)
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8
kT VDD


3
P Vchar

(2.18)

where η is a proportionality constant (close to one), P is the power consumption of the
ring oscillator and Vchar is the characteristic voltage of the device. It should be noticed
that the phase noise is inversely proportional to the power dissipation and increases
quadratically with the oscillation frequency, while the phase noise does not depend on
the number of stages and load capacitor C. Thus, C is a free parameter for designer,
yuning the oscillation frequency without affecting the phase noise and jitter
performance.
In contrast with the single-ended signal ring oscillator, the phase noise of
differential signal ring oscillator degrades as the number of stages increases for a
given frequency and power consumption. Besides, for N-stage ring oscillator, the
phase noise of the differential ring oscillator is approximately N·{1 + Vchar / (RL · Itail)}
times larger than that of a single-ended signal ring oscillator, with the same value of N,
P and f0. For large number of stages N, the difference will be even more significant,
thus 3 to 5 stage differential ring oscillator is commonly used. Single-ended structure
has better fundamental phase noise and jitter performance since it intrinsically has
larger swing and lower average current and needs no bias current which contributes
additional noise.
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2.4 Design Considerations of Ring Oscillator
2.4.1 Frequency
Equation (2.9) shows that the frequency of the ring oscillator can be tuned by
varying supple voltage VDD, capacitive load C and by current-starved structure. Fig.
2.11 shows the frequency versus supple voltage of current-starved ring oscillator.
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Figure 2.11. Frequency tuning of a current-starved ring oscillator with supply voltage.

When the current starving transistors are operating in saturation region, (2.9) can be
modified as:
TD 

CVSW
2 I av

(2.19)
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where VSW (  VDD ) is the voltage swing of the inverter stage. However, the delay of
each stage will be determined by the resistance of the current starving transistors
rather than the delay cell ( TD  ( Rtriod  RSW )C ), when the current starving transistors
are operating in the triode regime, which is usually the case when operating in the low
supply voltage. Therefore, some techniques such as pre-distorting linearization
technique are needed to linearize the tuning range of the oscillation frequency.
Higher oscillation frequency can be achieved by increasing the bias current, thus
there is a tradeoff between the power dissipation and the frequency. Smaller length of
transistors can lead to higher frequency, while changing the width of the device cannot
help with since the bias current and the capacitance may be equally changed in theory.

2.4.2 Phase Noise
Both the systemic noise and the random noise contribute to the phase noise of the
ring oscillator. The systemic noise such as common-mode supple noise can be avoided
by using symmetric architectures, while the influence of the random noise such as
thermal noise and flicker noise cannot be easily alleviated.
Phase noise performance can be improved by enlarging the power consumption as
discussed before. It can be predicted from (2.17) and (2.18) that the phase noise and
jitter of the ring oscillation will decrease as the power consumption increases. There
are other ways of improving phase noise such as increasing the width of the device
and minimizing the channel length, which also add the power dissipation. The phase
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noise of a current-starved ring oscillator is simulated with different transistor widths,
as shown in Fig. 2.12. The widths of the NMOS transistors are 3 m and 30 m
respectively in the two cases. The power consumption increases from 2.1 mW to 12.4
mW when transistor width changes to 10 times larger, while the phase noise decreases
from -85.13 dBc/Hz to -94.25 dBc/Hz at a frequency offset of 1 MHz.
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Figure 2.12. Phase noise of a current-starved ring oscillator with different power
consumption.

Dynamic power consumption is proportional to V 2 f , and thus is reduced
quadratically as the supply voltage is decreased. However, problems such as
constrained headroom, device variation, and leakage current become significant as the
supply voltage approaches this near-threshold region. It has been already shown in the
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previous section that low supple voltage will introduce nonlinear frequency tuning.
Phase noise degradation of the ring oscillator is another important factor that will limit
the potential supply scaling. As the supply voltage decreases, the intrinsic thermal
noise (kT/C), relative to the linear reduction in the capacitor voltage-swing, results in
degraded signal-to-noise ratio and therefore larger oscillator phase noise. Furthermore,
the slower inverter rise/fall edge rates degrade the impulse sensitivity function (ISF),
resulting in higher phase noise [21]. Fig. 2.13 shows the simulated phase noise of the
ring oscillator running at different supply voltage, while maintaining the same
oscillation frequency by changing the transistor size. The phase noise at a frequency
offset of 1 MHz for VDD = 1.0 V ring oscillator is -85.13 dBc/Hz, while for VDD = 600
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Figure 2.13. Phase noise of a current-starved ring oscillator at different supple voltage.
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mV is -77.67 dBc/Hz. The integrated jitter also changes from 289.37 ps (RMS) to
459.28 ps (RMS) when supple voltage is decreased from 1.0 V to 0.6 V.

2.5 Summary
By exploiting the basic concepts of VCO, pseudo-differential structure is a
compromising choice of three different kinds of ways to implement a ring oscillation,
regarding the trade off of power, voltage swing, phase noise and jitter. The design
considerations such as frequency tuning, phase noise and jitter are discussed and the
relative conclusions are verified by some simulation results.
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CHAPTER 3. INJECTION LOCKING

Recently, injection locking has attracted much attention in the applications
including clock recovery, frequency synthesis, phase lock and quadrature generation.
In this chapter, a model of injection locking is presented to understand this
phenomenon and guide the circuit design. The issues such as fast wakeup, phase noise
suppression and jitter tracking, and harmonic injection are also discussed.

3.1 Introduction
Injection locking is when the oscillation systems with close-frequency
environmental couplings can have interaction leading to change of their phases and
frequencies. It was first observed by Christiaan Huygens in 17th that the pendulum of
two clocks hung on the same wall would eventually swing at exactly the same
frequency and 180 degrees out of phase [22]. This phenomenon has been studied for
years and is proved to be very useful in a number of applications such as clock
recovery, frequency synthesis, synchronization, and so on. Its intrinsic properties of
energy-efficiency and phase noise reduction are very attractive, especially for these
low power applications such as medical implants and wireline interconnects.
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Basically, injection locking can be categorized into three groups, first-harmonic,
super-harmonic, and sub-harmonic injection locking. These three different types of
injection locking can be utilized for different applications based on the relationship
between injection and oscillation frequency. In a first-harmonic injection locking, the
injection frequency is the fundamental frequency of oscillation frequency, while in the
super-harmonic and sub-harmonic injection locking, the injection frequency is a
harmonic or sub-harmonic of the oscillation frequency. However, all these three types
of injection locking can be explained by the general model of first-harmonic injection
locking, thus the behavior of first-harmonic injection locking will be firstly analyzed
and then extended to other two types.

3.2 Modeling of Injection Locking
In order to understand the phenomenon of injection locking, different kinds of
models have been developed from frequency domain to time domain. The most
intuitive modeling of injection locking is given by Adler [23] in frequency domain,
which is usually accurate for harmonic oscillator. Analyzing ring oscillator, transient
waveform-based methods are needed as shown in [24], [25]. However, these timedomain methods usually require a full circuit description and do not give an intuitively
analytical expression.
In this section, injection-locking model of ring oscillator is built using the frequency
domain model assuming quasi-linear operation of the circuit [26], where the large-
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signal operation of each stage of non-harmonic oscillator is similar to its small-signal
ac behavior. Then, based on the liner open-loop transfer function H(jω) of ring
oscillator derived in Section 2.1, the model of first-harmonic injection locking is
shown in Fig. 3.1 [26], [27]. The injected signal Sinj cos(inj t   inj ) is modeled as an
additive input and the output Sosc cos(inj t  osc ) has a carrier frequency of ωinj (rather

than ω0).

S x cos(inj t   )

Sinj cos(inj t   inj )

Sosc cos(inj t  osc )
Figure 3.1. Model of first-harmonic injection locking.

Calculating S x cos(inj t  ) , which is the input to the open-loop transfer function
H(jω) of the ring oscillator, is shown as:
S x cos(inj t   )  Sinj cos(inj t   inj )  S osc cos(inj t   osc )

(3.1)

 ( Sinj  Sosc cos  ) cos(inj t   inj )  Sosc sin  sin(inj t   inj )

(3.2)

where   osc   inj . So the phase  can be calculated as:
tan(   inj ) 

Sosc sin 
Sinj  Sosc cos 

(3.3)
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Assuming weak injection, which is Sinj  Sosc ,

d d

dt
dt

(3.4)

Upon travelling through H ( j ) , S x cos(inj t  ) experiences a phase shift given by:

2Q
d 
Sosc cos(inj t  osc )  S x cos  inj t   tan 1 (
(0  inj 
)) 
0
dt 


(3.5)

where Q is the quality factor of ring oscillator. The phases of the right and left
expressions should be the same, thus

osc    tan 1 (

2Q

0

(0  inj 

d
)
dt

(3.6)

Combining (3.4) and
tan   tan(osc  )  tan(  (   inj )) 

Sinj sin 
Sosc  Sinj cos 



Sinj
Sosc

sin 

(3.7)

(  is the phase shift of the open-loop transfer function), (3.6) can be reformed as:

 Sinj
d
 0  inj  0
sin   0  inj  L sin 
dt
2Q Sosc

(3.8)

The phase difference  between the resultant oscillation signal and the injected input
signal can be deskewed with the different values of free-running oscillation frequency

0 . This achieves the same results as Adler’s equation, where the single-sided locking
range is:
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L 

0 Sinj

(3.9)

2Q Sosc

Obviously, larger injection strength and smaller quality factor of the ring oscillator
will results in a larger locking range. Quality factor Q of ring oscillator can be simply
expressed as:

Q

0 d 
2 d   

(3.10)

0

Based on the expression of  derived in Section 2.1 for N-stage ring oscillator,
quality factor is:

Q

N
2
sin
4
N

(3.11)

Thus the locking range ωL can be expressed as:

L 

Sinj
20
N sin(2 / N ) Sosc

(3.12)

The locking range is inversely proportional to the stage number of ring oscillator N. It
can be explained that as the N increases, the slope of the phase transfer function of
ring oscillator becomes steeper leading to the reduced locking range. Therefore, large
injection strength and minimum number of stages are preferred to achieve a wide
locking range.
Based on (3.7), the total phase shift in an oscillation loop is changed by the
injection locking and can be calculated in another way as follows [28]:
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 ( jinj )   N tan 1 (

inj


 

tan )   N tan 1  (1 
) tan 
N
N
o
o


(3.13)

where Δω is the frequency difference between the injection frequency and the
oscillation frequency, and it is assumed that Δω <<ω0, then by using first-order Taylor
approximation, equation (3.13) can be written as:


 1


 N


1
2
 ( jinj )   N  tan (tan ) 
tan
sin( ) (3.14)
   

N
o
N 1  tan 2 
o 2
N

N

The phase shift of the open-loop transfer function  decreases as the increase of the
number of inverter stages N.

3.3 Phase Noise and Jitter of Injection-Locked Ring Oscillator
The phase noise of an injection-locked ring oscillator (ILRO) mainly comes from
two sources: the phase noise of free running oscillator (Losc) and the phase noise of the
injected signal (Linj). The final output phase noise can be calculated by adding two
uncorrelated random process to the noiseless system in the previous section.
Equation (3.14) can be rewritten by replacing the expression of Q:
 ( jinj )   



o

2Q

(3.15)

From (3.7), the total phase shift in an oscillation loop  can also be expressed as:
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 ( jinj )  tan 1 (

Sinj
Sosc

sin  )

(3.16)

So, combining (3.15) and (3.16), we can have


 Sinj

(inj  0 )  tan 1 
sin(osc   inj ) 
o
 Sosc


2Q

(3.17)

The noise caused by the free running oscillator is added to (3.17) by phase
perturbation Δ  , the noise generated by injected signal is presented by the added
phase perturbation Δαinj, and the resultant output phase is φosc+Δφosc [28]. Equation
(3.17) is modified as:


2Q

o

(inj 

 Sinj

d osc
d 
 0 
)  tan 1 
sin(osc  osc   inj   inj )  (3.18)
dt
dt
 Sosc


The right side of (3.18) can be expanded by first-order Taylor approximation as:

Sinj

cos 
Sinj
 Sinj

Sosc
1

tan 
sin(   )   tan (
sin  ) 
Sinj
Sosc
2
 Sosc

1 (
sin  )
Sosc
1

(3.19)

Assume weak injection, Sinj / Sosc<<1, so (3.19) is approximated as


2Q

o

(inj 

Sinj
Sinj
d osc
d 
)  tan 1 (
sin  ) 
cos 
 0 
dt
dt
Sosc
Sosc

(3.20)

Combining (3.9), (3.20) can be rewritten as

d osc
d 
 L cos osc  L cos  inj 
dt
dt

(3.21)
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After Laplace transform, (3.21) is
osc ( s ) 

L cos 
s
 inj ( s ) 
 ( s )
s  L cos 
s  L cos 

(3.22)

In order to get noise power spectral density of the injection-locked oscillator |Δφosc|2, s
in (3.22) is substituted by jΔω, and |Δαinj|2 and |Δ  |2 are the noise spectral densities of
injected signal (Linj) and free running oscillator (Losc), therefore the total phase noise
after injection locking is
Lout ( ) 

L 2 cos 2 
( ) 2
L

Losc ( ) (3.23)
(

)

inj
( ) 2  L 2 cos 2 
( ) 2  L 2 cos 2 

If the injection-locked system is stable which is when dθ/dt = 0, (3.8) can be solved as:
sin  

0  inj
L

(3.24)

Assuming ω0 is very close to ωinj, cos2θ is approximated as 1, so (3.23) can be
simplified as:
Lout ( ) 

1
1  ( / L )

2

Linj ( ) 

1
Losc ( )
1  (L /  ) 2

(3.25)

Equation (3.25) shows that ILRO will low-pass the noise from injected signal, while
high-pass the noise from itself, which is very similar to the phase noise shaping of a
1st-order PLL, with the loop bandwidth of ωL. A similar equation describes jitter
tracking behavior is shown as:

 out 2 

1
1  ( / L )

2

 inj 2 

1
 osc 2
1  (L /  ) 2

(3.26)
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If the injection frequency is at the edge of the locking range, (3.23) can be reduced to
Lout ( )  Losc ( )

(3.27)

in which case, the total phase noise is that of the free-running oscillator. Therefore, the
in-band phase noise of ILRO will be reduced significantly if the oscillator is locked to
a low-phase-noise source at the center of the locking range.
The jitter of ILRO  T can be expressed in terms of its phase noise power spectral
density S ( f ) , as shown from [19], [29]:

 T 2 

8



2
0





0

S ( f ) sin 2 ( f T )df

(3.28)

where ω0 is the free-running oscillation frequency. Assume long delays ( T   ),
(3.28) can be simplified as

T 2 

4



2
0





0

S ( f )df

(3.29)

where  T is the RMS jitter. (3.29) shows the jitter is determined by the area under the
phase noise profile of the output spectrum. Injection-locking to a low-phase-noise
source is also beneficial to reduce jitter since the noise power under phase noise
profile is decreased. This is especially advantageous for ring oscillator as it has high
intrinsic phase noise, however it is easily implemented on chip with very small area.
The phase noise of a ring oscillator with and without injection locking is shown in Fig.
3.2, the integrated jitter is decreased from 289.37 ps(RMS) to 0.147 ps(RMS) with an
ideal injected signal. The locking range can be read from the transition point of phase
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noise profile after injection-locked (red line). For a ring oscillator, the injection
strength Sinj/Sosc is approximately as the size ratio of injection buffer versus the
inverter forming the oscillator (Winj/Wosc) as shown in Fig. 3.3. The locking range of a
4-delay-cell ring oscillator running at 3 GHz is simulated as 340 MHz, which is close
to the calculation from (3.12) as 375 MHz (Winj/Wosc =1/4).
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Figure 3.2. Phase noise of a ring oscillator with and without injection locking.
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Wosc

Wosc

Vinj

Vosc

Figure 3.3. Injection-locked ring oscillator.
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3.3 Fast Wakeup
In the applications with multiple links, not all the links are fully occupied all the
same, therefore, it is energy-efficient to idle the un-used links and wake up them fast if
burst data comes. It is important to understand the transient behavior of the ILRO,
especially when it is start up.
When the ILRO system reaches the stable point (dθ / dt = 0), the solution of (3.8) is:

 ss  sin 1 (

0  inj
).
L

(3.30)

where θss is the steady-state phase difference between the resultant oscillation signal
and the injected signal, while  - θss is the meta-stable point. In order to simplify the
calculation, a linearized solution of (3.8) is presented in [30], which is valid when the
injection frequency is very close to the free running frequency (ω0-ωinj≈0). The
settling of the phase difference and the frequency difference exhibits exponential
behavior in nature, as shown:

 (t )   ss   (0)   ss   e  t

(3.31)

L

osc (t )  inj  L   ss   (0)   e  t
L

(3.32)

where θ(t) and ωosc(t) are the instantaneous phase and frequency differences between
the resultant and injected signal, and θ(0) is the initial phase difference at the point of
injection. We can drew the conclusion from the above two equations that the ILRO
will lock instantaneously if the initial phase difference θ(0) equals to the steady-state
phase difference θss.
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The locking time of ILRO is determined by two factors: 1) the time constant of
exponential decay 1/ωL and 2) the initial phase difference θ(0). The locking of ILRO is
potentially faster than PLL since it usually has larger loop bandwidth ωL and further
maximizing the locking range can result in a fast locking. When the initial phase
difference between the resultant and the injected signal equals to the steady-state
phase difference, ILRO will lock immediately, while if θ(0) =  - θss, the resultant
oscillation frequency ωosc will equal to the injection frequency ωinj and the θ will
remains at  - θss forever. In reality, phase noise will disturb the meta-stable point and
slowly changes phase difference to θss, leading to a large locking time.
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Figure 3.4. Settling behavior of ILRO with different locking ranges.
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Fig. 3.4 shows the settling behavior of ILRO with different single-sided locking
range ωL. Larger locking range will lead to a faster settling. The influence of initial
phase difference θ(0) on the settling behavior is shown in Fig. 3.5. The minimum
locking time is observed when the initial phase difference θ(0) is close to the final
stable phase difference θss, while the maximum one occurs at θ(0) =  - θss. From this
conclusion, we can think about ways to control the initial phase difference, in order to
get great improvement in the locking speed.
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Figure 3.5. Settling behavior of ILRO with different initial phase difference between
the resultant oscillation signal and the injected signal.
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3.4 Harmonic Injection Locking
There are the cases that the injection frequency is the sub-harmonics and harmonics
of free running frequency of ring oscillator, such as the frequency multiplier and
divider. Their behaviors can also be predicted by the previously discussed firstharmonic injection-locking theory with some modification.
For the sub-harmonic injection locking, the incident frequency is a sub-harmonic of
the oscillator free-running frequency (ωinj = ω0/n), which means the injection occurs
once every n cycles. The locking range ωL can be easily modified by dividing the
injection strength in (3.12) by a factor of n, as follows:

L 

Sinj 1
20
.
N sin(2 / N ) Sosc n

(3.33)

The in-band phase noise is constrained to Linj+20 log10 n, according to the derivations
in [31]. As the division ratio n increases, the noise rejection degrades accordingly, as
corrections from the injected signal are too sparse to clean-up the oscillation.
In the modeling of super-harmonic injection locking, Fig. 3.1 should be modified as
Fig. 3.6 [32], [33]. It consists of an injector which mixes the injected signal (ωinj) with
the output signal (ω0) and generates harmonic tones ( ninj  m0 ), and a frequency
selective block filtering the undesired tones and passing tone with the frequency of
ωinj/N. The single-sided locking range ωL can be expressed as [33], [34]:

L     N

20
Vinj
N sin(2 / N )

(3.34)
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inj

3dB  inj / N

0

ninj  m0

Figure 3.6. Model of super-harmonic injection locking.

where  is the injection efficiency,  N is the N-th order harmonic coefficient, N is
also the number of stages, and Vinj is the amplitude of the excitation signal.

3.4.1 Implementation in Wireless Transmitter
Frequency multiplying is usually needed for the generation of RF carrier and local
oscillator (LO). Injection locking frequency multiplier (ILFM) based on sub-harmonic
injection locking and edge combining has attracted much attention recently, especially
for the applications allowing very small power consumption and only requiring very
relaxed frequency stability.
One example [ 35 ] is shown in Fig. 3.7 used in a MICS (Medical Implant
Communications Service) band near-threshold transmitter. It consists of an ACcoupled injection stage with a pulse generator, and a five-stage single-ended currentstarved ring oscillator, where each stage shares a tunable current source.
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Phase noise degradation of the injection-locked ring oscillator is one important
factor that will limit the potential supply scaling. Fig. 3.8 shows the simulated phase
noise of the ring oscillator running at two operating conditions, both with their 5th sub-

Figure 3.7. Schematic of the sub-harmonic injection-locked oscillator.
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Figure 3.8. Phase noise with and without injection locking at VDD=0.6V, 1V for an
ILFM.
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harmonics used as the input injection frequencies: VDD = 1.0 V, fosc = 400 MHz;
VDD = 0.6 V, fosc = 80 MHz. These two cases are compared as the 400 MHz
frequency can generated either directly by the 1V-400MHz-SHILRO with higher
power consumption, or by the 0.6V-80MHz-SHILRO with edge combiner. Note that
in order to compare these two conditions for a required similar output frequency (400
MHz), the phase noise of the multiplied output for the 80 MHz oscillator should be
higher than in Fig. 3.8 (blue line) by 20 log10 5 ≈ 14 dB. At 300 kHz offset, the
injection-locked oscillator phase noise is -87.91 dBc/Hz, when VDD = 1.0 V, fosc =
400 MHz. For VDD = 0.6 V and fosc = 80 MHz, the phase noise is -81.31 dBc/Hz. As
the spectral mask of MICS band only requires the attenuation of 20 dB at the edge of
the 300 kHz-channel, the phase noise requirement of the transmitter is relaxed.
Therefore, the phase noise degradation is tolerable at VDD = 0.6 V, while ~3x power
saving is achieved.
Spur suppression is another important consideration for wireless communication.
With sub-harmonic injection locking, the injected signal is typically a square-wave
pulse waveform consisting of large harmonic content. However, only the n-th
harmonic locks the oscillator while the others appear at the output as spurs with
limited suppression. The relative spur level is as follows [36]:
Aspur
Aout ,inj



L
,
m

(3.35)
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where ωL is the locking range and ωm is the frequency difference between the spurious
tone and the desired one. Hence, decreasing the locking range can increase the spur
suppression, at the cost of increased locking time and the increased probability of
losing lock. There is also a tradeoff with phase noise performance, since the locking
range ωL also determines the loop bandwidth for the amount of phase noise rejection.
Multi-phase asymmetry can also contribute to significant increases in spur-to-carrier
ratio. These unequal phase spaces can arise due to asymmetric single-phase injection
into the ring [11], [12], device variations such as VTH mismatches under low supply
voltage, and capacitive layout mismatches observed in the wiring breakout from the
ring oscillator. These phase offsets are low-frequency in nature and can be minimized
at chip startup.

3.4.2 Implementation in Wireless Receiver
Super-harmonic injection locking or injection-locked frequency divider (ILFD) can
be utilized in wireless receiver for synchronized clock generation. It can significantly
reduce the power and area of frequency division, which has been verified by [32] in
MICS band (~400 MHz) to divide the input wireless clock by 5. It only consumes 3
μW of power at a 1.0 V supply and 100 μm2 of area.
A divide-by-5 ILFD is shown in Fig. 3.9, which consists of a 5-stage ring oscillator
and an injection stage at the tail connected with all the 5 delay cells. Therefore, each
of the 5 stages draws current sequentially when the external signal is applied to the
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Figure 3.9. 5-stage ring oscillator based ILFD.

common point. The non-linearity occurs in the circuit when VG1 is applied at the gate
of MN1 and the injected signal Vinj is applied to the tail transistor MS. Assuming weak
injection, the harmonics of injected signal can be ignored so that n equals to 1.
Therefore, harmonic of ω0 will mix with the fundamental component of ωinj. The
parasitic capacitance and the output resistance of the delay cell form the low-pass
filtering with a cut-off frequency close to ω0. High-frequency components are filtered
and the DC and low-frequency components are rejected by the oscillation loop. Thus,
only the component has a frequency of ω0 left, where m equals to (N-1). It can also be
analyzed in another way that the lowest operating frequency sustained at VS is N-th
harmonic of VGj (j=1,2..5). Therefore, when an injected signal at the vicinity of Nω0 is
incident, locking occurs.
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The injection efficiency  in (3.34) for this implementation is the ratio of the
current caused by the injected signal and the DC bias current. Therefore, reducing the
number of delay stage, improving the injection efficiency and using large-swing
injected signal can increase the locking range.
A divide-by-5 ILFD is applied to a MICS band super-regenerative receiver [35], [37]
to generate periodic quench signal from the synchronized wireless clock. It was
measured that only -32 dBm sensitivity is required when the injection frequency is
close to the N-th harmonic of free-running frequency. Therefore, a very small voltage
swing of injected signal is desired for the super-harmonic injection locking.

3.5 Summary
A quasi-linear model of ILRO is used to mathematically formulate the frequency
and time domain characteristics of the system, as well as the phase noise shaping and
jitter tracking behavior. After injection locked, the system shows a great improvement
of in-band phase noise and the total integrated jitter decreases in an order of 103. The
settling behavior of ILRO is also exploited and shows a strong dependence on the
locking range and the initial phase difference of the injected and the resultant signals.
Some simulation results are presented to certify the accuracy of theoretical model. A
sub-harmonic injection-locked ring oscillator and a super-harmonic injection-locked
ring oscillator are applied to a wireless transmitter for frequency multiplying and to a
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wireless receiver for frequency division respectively. Prominent power and area
savings are achieved with tolerable phase noise and spur degradation.
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CHAPTER 4. PHOTONIC FORWARDED-CLOCK
INTERCONNECT SYNCHRONIZATION USING
INJECTION-LOCKED RING OSCILLATOR

In the previous two chapters, design considerations of ring oscillator and injection
locking have been discussed. In this chapter, an injection-locked ring oscillator is
applied to a photonic interconnect system to perform clock synchronization.
Simulation results of a 2.5 GHz first-harmonic ILRO based clock receiver specially
designed for optical interconnect are shown. The ILRO occupies 970 m2 of die area
and consumes 2 mW of power under 1.0 V supple voltage. The input-referred locking
range is 350 MHz, the locked phase noise is -134 dBc/Hz at a frequency offset of 1
MHz, and the corresponding integrated jitter is 0.246 ps (RMS) excluding input
reference clock jitter.

4.1 Introduction
Monolithic silicon photonic interconnects have emerged recently that show great
potentials for on-chip core-to-core [38] and off-chip core-to-memory and core-to-other
processors [39] applications in future many-core systems. They exhibit significant
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advantages over electrical interconnects especially for bandwidth×distance over 100
Gbps×meters [40], as the electrical communications suffer from severe high-frequency
loss of electrical traces, reflections from impedance discontinuities, and signal
crosstalk, limiting the energy efficiency. Besides, features of silicon photonic such as
wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM), THz-bandwidth low-loss waveguide [41]
and distance-insensitive energy-per-bit are beneficial to meet the bandwidth
requirements without exceeding the power budget.
Fig. 4.1 shows a WDM link, multiple channels of data can be transmitted along a
single waveguide without interference so that much greater bandwidth and lower
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Figure 4.1. A WDM photonic interconnect.
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latency can be achieved [ 42 ]. A continuous-wave (CW) laser couples multiple
wavelengths to the TX through a fiber. Each of the ring resonators is tuned to a
separate wavelength and modulates the data of each channel. Each of the wavelengths
propagates along the same waveguide until it is routed through a matching ring to a
photodiode (PD)/amplifier which outputs the digital electrical data based on the PD
photocurrent. Clock signal is also routed through the same waveguide occurring on λ0
and converted to electrical signal by the optical clock receiver to sample the received
data. The resonances of the modulator and drop rings are tuned by the ring tuning
control circuits.
The clock generation in Fig. 4.1 is based on the forwarded-clock architecture [12]
that the clock in the receiver is propagated directly from the transmitter and
synchronizes the channel’s data transmission. It ensures that the frequencies of the
receiver and transmitter are exactly the same and the clock recovery just needs to
rotate the phases so that the clock samples the data at the center. In the traditional
embedded-clock architecture shown in Fig. 4.2, the clock is recovered from the

Figure 4.2. One channel of an embedded-clock architecture.
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received data and needs to tolerate the frequency offset of the TX and RX caused by
the variations of different crystal oscillators. The jitter of the recovered clock will
tracks that of the data up to the CDR loop bandwidth; however, the bandwidth is
usually smaller than the jitter tracking range of the forwarded-clock structure [43]. The
embedded-clock architecture generally consumes much more power than the
forwarded-clock one, since recovering clock from the data typically requires 2x
oversampling [44]. The forwarded-clock synchronization provides advantages of low
power and complexity, while at the cost of an additional forwarded link. However, the
power and pin overhead of the clock link can be amortized by many parallel channels.

4.2 Photonic Interconnect Features
Compared with electrical link, photonic interconnect for short-haul communication
has some unique features making forwarded-clock architecture more advantageous.
Electrical interconnects usually require timing adjustment for each channel as there are
inter-channel delays, while for the optical links, single clock recovery can be used for
the whole receiver bank due to optical clock and data signals travelling on a single
low-latency waveguide, leading to a large amount of power and area saving.
Furthermore, the relative jitter between the clock and data is very small since clock
TX and data TX share the same clock fabric and no jitter is added in the channel
(optical signaling does not suffer from rail injected noise and crosstalk) [42]. It is very
beneficial as the phase/delay locked loop (PLL/DLL) and phase rotator deskewing the
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clock phase for recovery of the data can be eliminated, signifiantly saving power and
area overheard. Phase rotation itself occupies almost half the total receiver power in
[8].
Most of the design considerations of optical clock receivers are the same as the
electrical ones except the optical front-end and optical-to-electrical conversion.
However, they directly affect the bandwidth, sensitivity, area, and power consumption
of the link. The optical front-end converts optically modulated clock into electrical
domain by sensing the photocurrent produced by the PD and then converting the
current to voltage, which will be discussed in the following sections.

4.2.1 Photodiode
The optical clock receiver tunes the drop ring to filter the wavelength of the clock
signal and couples the light of the clock to a photodiode, resulting in a current
proportional to the number of photons absorbed per second. The p-i-n diode is
commonly used as the photodiode, which is reverse-biased to ensure a strong field in
the i region and a very small current in absence of light. Thus, the DC-level of the PD
output should be well controlled to ensure adequate reverse-biased voltage.
Fig. 4.3 shows the equivalent electrical model of the PD, which consists of a
capacitor parallel with a photocurrent source. As we assume that the PD is connected
to the electrical chip through wire bonding, the parasitic elements of bond wire and
bond pad are also included. If flip-chip bonding is used, the larger parasitic inductance
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Figure 4.3. Equivalent electrical model of a reverse-biased photodiode

and capacitance of the connections can be alleviated. The capacitance of the PD is
usually the dominant input load of the optical receiver, affecting the sensitivity,
bandwidth and power consumption of the front-end. We choose the parameters for
simulations from a commercial photodiode chip PDCS20T [ 45 ], which shows a
parasitic capacitance of 100 fF. The photocurrent Ip is proportional to the input optical
power Pp and the diode responsivity R is defined as:
R  I p / Pp .

(4.1)

If a target sensitivity of -15 dBm is desired, 25 A current should be able to be
detected with responsivity R of 0.8 A/W. Therefore, the input signal to the following
electrical circuit is a very small single-ended current, which challenges the design
since the total input-referred noise current from the following circuits and the
photodiode itself should be well below the photocurrent and a large transimpedance
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gain is required. It will be especially hard for the high-speed links and power
performance should be sacrificed to achieve that.

4.2.2 Optical Front-End
As mentioned before, the front-end circuits convert the optically generated current
to a voltage waveform. The simplest way to achieve the conversion is by adding a
resistance Rin to the input node, thereby limiting the bandwidth as:
BW 

1
2 RinCin

(4.2)

where Cin is the equivalent input capacitance, mainly determined by the PD
capacitance and the parasitic capacitance of bond pad. On the other hand, the
maximum resultant voltage swing at the input node is equal to V = Rin · Ip, It is clear
that there is a strong tradeoff between bandwidth and sensitivity, which can be
alleviated by the current-integrating receiver and transimpedance amplifier (TIA)
discussed as follows.
Current-Integrating Clock Receiver: The photocurrent is converted to a voltage by
integrating onto the capacitor Cin seen at the input, shown in Fig. 4.4. Since it is a
clock receiver, there is no external signal to reset the input node. Some discharging
mechanism should be added, which is achieved by subtracting an adjustable current
from the input node. The DC current is controlled by a feedback loop monitoring the
DC value of the voltage of input node Vin [46]. The feedback loop not only adjusts the
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Figure 4.4. Current-integrating clock receiver front-end.

DC current but also sets the average voltage of input node, which is necessary in order
to maintain the reverse bias of the PD. The front-end gain is given by:
RINT 

  TCLK / 2
Cin

(4.3)

where  (<1) is the fraction caused by the discharging and TCLK is the period of the
clock signal. A small Cin is preferred to achieve good sensitivity when receiving a very
high-frequency clock.
TIA: The simplest TIA can be implemented by an inverter and a feedback resistor
(Fig. 4.5), which can significantly reduce the effective input resistance while maintain
a high transimpedance gain. The effective input resistance and the gain of the TIA are
calculated as [47]:
Rin 

R f  ro
1 A

(4.4)
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Figure 4.5. TIA based clock receiver front-end.

RTIA 

ro  A  R f
1 A

(4.5)

where ro and A are the output resistance and the voltage gain of the inverter. Therefore,
large A is required to meet bandwidth requirement for certain RTIA and Cin.
The voltage transient slope (voltage versus time) should also be noticed as it
determines the effect of voltage noise on jitter. The maximum achievable slope is Ip /
Cin, by removing the feedback resistor and keeping an open between the input and
output (the case of current-integrating receiver). A steep slope is desired, as the same
amount of voltage noise caused by the transistor or power supple noise will lead to
relative less jitter [42].

4.3 Architecture of Optical Clock Receiver
The unique features and front-end implementations of photonic interconnect lead us
to come up with possible design choices for the optical clock receiver. One is
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implemented with current-integrating structure to save power, and the other utilizes
TIA as it has better sensitivity.

4.3.1 Current-Integrating Clock Receiver with Super-Harmonic Injection
Locking
The voltage swing at the input node is relative small when a small optical power is
available to the PD when using integrating receiver, indicating the using of an
injection locking scheme which requires very small input swing. Utilizing currentintegrating structure enables the operation under near-threshold voltage since there is
no strong constraint caused by analog front-end. Besides, half-rate forwarded clock
matching the Nyquist frequency of the data channel is desirable for better jitter
tracking between clock and data, thus 5-GHz forwarded clock is chosen for the data
rate of 10 Gb/s [48]. In order to address the problem of slower transistor at low
voltage, the data receiver should utilize a highly parallel architecture of 1:8
demultiplexing, so that the sampling clock and quantizers of the data receivers can
operate at a much lower frequency (1.25 GHz).
According to the frequency plan, a super-harmonic injection-locked ring oscillator
(SHILRO) can be utilized to generate multiply clock phases, since the injection
frequency is 4-th harmonic of free-running frequency and it generally does not need
full-swing voltage at the injection node. As shown in Fig. 4.6, it consists of an
injection stage and a four-stage differential ring oscillator, which generates eight
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Figure 4.6. Current-integrating clock receiver with super-harmonic injection locking.

evenly-spaced phases (CK[0:7]) with free-running frequency of 1.25 GHz so that
phase spacing between two adjacent phases equals to 1UI (100 ps for 10 Gb/s). For the
front-end current-integrating, the simplest way to build a low-pass filter is the single
pole RC circuit, and the DC value of Vin can be set by Vset. The small-swing voltage
Vin is then AC-coupled to the injection node of the SHILRO.
By eliminating the analog front-end (TIA), the integrating receiver significantly
saves power, area and complexity, and enables operating in the near-threshold region.
However, the sensitivity degrades when the parasitic capacitance of the input node is
large and the frequency of received clock is high, which is the case in this application.
Since we will not integrate the PD on-die, the equivalent input capacitance will be at
least 200 fF considering the parasitic capacitance of PD and wire bonding. If η = 0.5
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and TCLK = 200 ps, the gain is 250 V/A by calculating (4.3). Thus, the voltage swing at
the injection node of SHILRO is 6.25 mV, if the sensitivity of -15 dBm is required. It
is quite hard to get the SHILRO locked with such a small signal and the locking range
will be very small according to (3.34).
Even though its application to this project is limited, the current-integrating clock
receiver is an energy-efficient architecture for the monolithic photonic receiver, in
which the photonic devices are integrated with the standard CMOS process.

4.3.2 Proposed Architecture
Energy-efficiency and bandwidth need to be sacrificed to achieve the requirement
of sensitivity, therefore optical receiver based on TIA is utilized. For simplicity, the
same TIA and limiting amplifier as those in the optical data receiver are used for the
clock receiver.
The scaling of CMOS technology actually adversely affects analog front-end such
as the output resistance ro which influences the amplifier gain A. Another issue arises
when it is operating under lower supply voltage is that the division of transimpedance
over power will decrease especially when a large bandwidth is desired. The reduced
efficiency of TIA demands an increasing number of following limiting amplifier
stages to achieve the required sensitivity, thereby resulting in excessive power and
area consumption. Therefore, the optical receiver will be designed in a moderate
supply voltage (1.0 V) to alleviate the tradeoff between power and performance and
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demultiplexing ratio of 1:4 is chosen for the data receiver (2.5 GHz sampling clock).
The generation of multiply clock phases is realized by the first-harmonic injection
locking because of the robustness, larger locking range, better phase noise and jitter,
and the achievable full-swing input. However, a single-to-differential conversation is
necessary before the clock signal injects into the two-stage ring oscillator.
The architecture of the proposed clock receiver is shown in Fig. 4.7. TIA and
limiting amplifier are the same as that of data receiver with different bandwidth,
converting the photocurrent into full swing voltage signal. After the single-todifferential conversion, it is AC-coupled into a two-stage, cross-coupled, pseudo-

Figure 4.7. TIA based clock receiver with first-harmonic injection locking.
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differential current-starved ring oscillator to generate four evenly-spaced phases.
There are tunable buffers for each phase to trim the phase mismatch caused by the
injection and the device variations. The four clock phases are then delivered across the
1600-m long clock distribution to drive the four quantizers of each receiver, thereby
demuxplexing the 10 Gb/s data. There is a 3-bit delay control for each clock phase in
order to trim the delay difference of the clock distributions. Four receivers are
integrated for the experimental demonstration of a multiple serial link architecture
using the same ILRO. The phase deskewing can be done either by the ILRO or by the
global tunable buffer (6-bit delay line). However, the ILRO will need to lock to the
injected clock at the edge of the locking range when a large phase deskew is required,
thereby leading to the degradation of phase noise and yielding more jitter.

4.4 Circuit Implementations
4.4.1 TIA and Limiting Amplifier
TIA and limiting amplifier are the same as what are designed for the data receivers
and I simply use them for the clock receiver. TIA is an inverter with shunt feedback
which also employs a DC level feedback control to maintain the DC level of the input
node. The full swing voltage is achieved by the following limiting amplifier which has
two identical stages; each stage consists of two inverters. The second inverter has a
similar shunt-feedback like the TIA [49]. This improves the output bandwidth of both
the first and the second inverters, eliminating the need for power-hungry CML buffers
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or area-consuming peaking inductors. However, the improvement in bandwidth comes
at the cost of reduced gain, which is compensated by cascading two identical stages.

4.4.2 Single-to-Differential Converter
Differential injection signals are desired for the ILRO since they can intrinsically
reject common-mode noise and introduce less phase mismatch due to the symmetrical
injection. Therefore, a single-to-differential conversion is needed for this particular
application on photonic interconnect.
The CML buffer with a low-pass filter is commonly used for this purpose, as shown
in Fig. 4.8. However, the swings of the differential outputs are not equal leading to the
duty-cycle problems, because of the finite common mode rejection ration (CMRR).
Besides, CML buffer are quite power hungry and area-consuming (implementation of

Figure 4.8. Single-to-differential conversion with CML buffer.
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Figure 4.9. Proposed single-to-differential conversion with transmission gate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10. Monte Carlo simulation of duty cycle caused by single-to-differential
conversion: (a) 100 runs of transient simulations and (b) distributions of half-cycle of
the output (μ = 201.2 ps, σ = 1.1 ps ).

the load resistors) especially when high bandwidth is desired. A simple substitution is
shown in Fig. 4.9, by using a transmission gate to control the delay of negative output.
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The cross-coupled inverters are utilized to further trim the duty-cycle problem caused
by the mismatch. The Monte Carlo simulation result shows that the duty cycle is
within 49.5%~51% by running 100 times of transient simulations at the speed of 2.5
GHz (Fig. 4.10). Compared with CML buffer based single-to-differential conversion,
this implementation requires full swing input, which means larger gain demanding of
optical front-end. However, this overhead is much smaller than what caused by the
CML buffer.

4.4.3 ILRO
The ILRO consists of four injectors and a two-stage, cross-coupled, pseudodifferential current-starved ring oscillator, as shown in Fig. 4.11. Of these four
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Figure 4.11. Schematic of ILRO.
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injectors, two of them couple the received differential clock signals, while the other
two are dummies (connected to ground) to make sure all the four phase outputs are
with same load to alleviate the phase asymmetry caused by injection-locking
interpolation.
All the delay cells in the ring oscillator share a single current source, which can be
changed off-chip enabling fine tuning of the free-running frequency of the oscillator.
The supple voltage can also be tuned for coarse tuning of the free-running VCO
frequency. The phase deskewing can be achieved by tuning the free-running frequency
while locked so that the clock phases can sample the date at the center of a bit period.
Two pairs of cross-coupled inverters are designed to force complementary phases and
the size is carefully chosen to maintain the desired strength of coupling. Half of the
size of delay cell is required here since two-stage pseudo-differential structure is used,
demanding a relative strong coupling strength to enable oscillation. The crossedcoupling also helps to alleviate the problem of phase asymmetry.
The first stage of clock buffers is used to correct the duty-cycle of the differential
clocks as the current source consumes about 200 mV of the voltage headroom, by
mismatching the sizes of PMOS and NMOS of an inverter and the following stage of
the clock buffers is used to drive the 1600 m clock distribution. The 6-bit digitalcontrolled delay line (DCDL) utilized to achieve global phase deskew, is simulated
having average resolution of 1.74 ps. It is designed to cover the whole UI (100ps) so
that together with the 3-bit local phase trim all the four phases can be deskewed to
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sample the incoming data without affecting the phase noise shaping performance of
ILRO as discussed before.

4.4.4 Other Building Blocks for Testing
The number of measurement pins is usually limited, thus the open-drain output
buffer with pass gates should be utilized to mux out the desired signal among all of
which share the same external testing pin and drive the pad.
The standalone electrical testing can be achieved by designing an on-chip PD
emulator which has programmable output current to simulate various input power
level.
For those nodes that are easily disturbed by off-chip testing like the output of TIA,
an on-die oscilloscope is useful to monitor its behavior. The sweeping of both the time
and voltage axis should be achieved with desired resolution. The time sweeping can be
implemented with the 6-bit DCDL to control the phase delay, and the voltage
sweeping can be achieved by change the reference voltage of a sense-amplifier.

4.5 Results
The optical receiver bank has been designed in a 65 nm CMOS process and the
whole system is shown in Fig. 4.12 (a), which integrates four data receivers, the 1600m global clock distribution, and a clock receiver (Fig. 4.12 (b)). The layout of ILRO
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is designed as symmetrically as possible to further reduce the phase mismatch and
only occupies 970 m2 of the area. Each phase of the clock can be individually
selected to drive the output pad CKOUT for testing.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.12. Layout of (a) the whole receiver bank and (b) the clock receiver.
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The TIA designed for the optical data receiver achieves sensitivity less than -18
dBm with 100 fF parasitic capacitance of PD at 10 Gb/s and consumes 1.5 mW of
power. If 2.5 GHz clock is received for the optical receiver, either the sensitivity or the
power consumption can be reduced.
The ILRO can be tuned from 2 GHz to 3.1 GHz by tuning its bias current as shown
in Fig. 4.13 (bias current can be controlled off-chip continuously), while tuning the
supply voltage can provide additional frequency range. The simulated locking range of
the ILRO is 350 MHz at 2.5 GHz. The phase deskew versus free-running frequency of
ILRO is shown in Fig. 4.14, with a total deskew range of >120 ps by changing the
free-running frequency, covering the full UI of 100 ps. The deskewing step can be
much smaller than what is shown in Fig. 4.14 as the bias current can be continuously
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Figure 4.13. Frequency tuning of ILRO with bias current.
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Figure 4.15. Phase spacings when 2.5 GHz clock is injected.
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tuned by the off-chip resistor, thereby achieving fine deskewing. To verify the phase
symmetry, buffered quadrature output waveforms of the ILRO are overlaid in Fig.
4.15, showing a maximum I/Q phase imbalance of 2.7°.
It has been discussed in Chapter 3 (equation (3.27)) that the phase noise shaping of
ILRO will degrade at the edge of locking range, intuitively because ωL will reduce
slightly due to the change of θ and then more noise will pass through. The jitter and
phase noise performance is simulated by fixing the free-running frequency at 2.5GHz,
while sweeping the injection frequency. Fig. 4.16 shows that the jitter of ILRO will
slightly get worse when the injection frequency moves away from the free-running
frequency, and then get dramatically worse at the edge of locking range. Therefore,
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Figure 4.16. Jitter performance of ILRO.
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profile and (b) phase noise at frequency offset of 1 MHz for different injection
frequencies.
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ILRO can be used as fine deskewing when the free-running frequency is close to the
injection frequency and the following 6-bit DCDL performs coarse phase tuning when
a large range of deskewing is needed. Corresponding simulations of the phase noise
show similar results in Fig. 4.17.
The phase deskewing can be done without affecting the jitter performance of the
ILRO by using the 6-bit DCDL. It provides skew compensation to cover the whole UI
with step of 1.74 ps (full tuning range of 109.59 ps).
The power breakdown of the clock receiver is shown in Table 4.1. It should be
noted that the power of the clock generation and distribution can be amortized by four
receiver channels so that the power consumption of clocking for each channel is very
small.

4.6 Summary
A forwarded-clock synchronization based on injection locking is designed for 10
Gb/s photonic interconnect according to its specific features. A single clock recovery
can be used for all the four channels, resulting in a large amount of power and area
saving. Besides, the strong tradeoff of sensitivity, bandwidth and power consumption,
leads to choosing the TIA-based clock receiver in order to satisfy the requirement of
sensitivity (< -15 dBm). Simulation results show that the optical clock receiver
consumes 5.4 mW total power when receiving 2.5 GHz clock, and generating and
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distributing four clock phases to all the four channels. Therefore, the amortized power
by the four channels is very small (1.35 mW).

TABLE 4.1
POWER BREAKDOWN

Supply voltage

1.0 V

Amortized power

Building block

Power consumption

TIA

1.5 mW

0.375 mW

ILRO

2 mW

0.5 mW

6-bit DCDL

0.2 mW

0.05 mW

1.7 m

0.425 mW

5.4 mW

1.35 mW

(4 channels)

Clock distribution and
local phase trim
Total
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

The rapid advancing of communication and computing systems makes the design of
high-performance, high-speed clock generation and distribution more challenging.
Therefore, an energy-efficient clocking is desired while maintain the adequate
performances regarding phase noise, jitter, area and complexity. Injection locking is
very promising since it can suppress the phase noise of the ring oscillator, improve the
energy-efficiency, enable a fast startup and conveniently generate multiple timeinterleaved phases.
The pseudo-differential structure is a compromising choice of three different kinds
of ways to implement a ring oscillation, regarding power, voltage swing and jitter. The
tradeoff of power, oscillation frequency and phase noise are exploited and higher
power is basically required to achieve higher frequency and lower phase noise.
A quasi-linear model of ILRO is used to mathematically formulate the frequency
and time domain characteristics of the system, as well as the phase noise shaping and
jitter tracking behavior. After injection locked, the system shows a great improvement
of in-band phase noise and the total integrated jitter decreases in an order of 103. The
settling behavior of ILRO is also exploited and shows a strong dependence on the
locking range and the initial phase difference of the resultant oscillating signal and the
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injected signal. A sub-harmonic injection-locked ring oscillator and a super-harmonic
injection-locked ring oscillator are applied to a wireless transmitter for frequency
multiplying and to a wireless receiver for frequency division respectively. Prominent
power and area saving is achieved with tolerable phase noise and spur degradation.
A forwarded-clock synchronization based on injection locking is designed for 10
Gb/s photonic interconnect according to its specific features. A single clock recovery
can be used for all the four channels, resulting in a large amount of power and area
saving. Besides, the strong tradeoff of sensitivity, bandwidth and power consumption,
results in utilizing the TIA-based clock receiver in order to satisfy the requirement of
sensitivity (< -15 dBm). Simulation results of a first-harmonic ILRO based clock
receiver show that the optical clock receiver consumes 5.4 mW total power when
receiving 2.5 GHz clock, and generating and distributing four clock phases to the four
parallel channels. Therefore, the amortized power by the four channels is very small
(1.35 mW). The ILRO occupies 970 m2 of die area and consumes 2 mW of power
under 1.0 V supple voltage. The input-referred locking range is 350 MHz, the locked
phase noise is -134 dBc/Hz at a frequency offset of 1 MHz, and the corresponding
integrated jitter is 0.246 ps (RMS) excluding input reference clock jitter.
There are several issues of the designs, such as PVT variations and phase mismatch,
relying on the off-chip calibrations. The phase offsets are low-frequency in nature and
can be minimized at chip startup by implementing an on-chip, closed-loop multi-phase
timing detection/calibration, which has been previously shown in [50], demonstrating
sub-2ps phase resolution. Besides, the wakeup speed also depends on the initial phase
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calibration. The phase difference of injected signal and resultant signal can be detected
and feed back to control the phase of the injected signal, so that the initial phase
difference tracks the stable phase difference in order to enable fast wakeup.
For photonic interconnect, the integration of photonic structure with standard
CMOS process is highly desired, as great power and area savings will be achieved by
eliminating the interface elements. The monolithic designs also enable the
implementation of integrating-current optical receiver as discussed in Chapter 4 in
order to further reduce the energy cost and complexity, since the parasitic capacitance
can be significantly diminished. There is a large amount of effort should be taken to
satisfy the power budget while maintain a high performance clocking.
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